
1: Introduction 

There are several types of trap available to catch moles in the UK but in my own 

experience one of the best and most versatile is the Duffus type mole trap also 

sometimes known as the half barrel trap or tunnel trap. 

This type of trap can be set in shallow surface runs and equally well in deep tunnels. It 

can be set on inclines or even on its side in runs against buildings or concrete slabs. It 

can also be tuned or adjusted in many ways to improve performance. It is light to carry 

and it can (if you are very fortunate) catch two moles in one trap! 

This short guide is intended to outline the basics of setting these types of traps to catch 

moles. 

 

 

  

2: Which Traps To Use 

If possible only buy traps on recommendation of someone who has used them. There are 

a lot of poor quality traps currently available with weak springs, thin metal, soft wire, 

poor rust protection, shoddy assembly and poor size/design. 

Generally British manufactured traps tend to be better quality but the problem is that few 

manufacturers put their names on traps. 

Manufacturers of good quality traps include: 

The Flat Pack Company (www.theflatpackcompany.co.uk) 

Bethel Rhodes (available from www.killgerm.co.uk) 

Duffus (genuine only, beware of copies) 

  

http://www.theflatpackcompany.co.uk/
http://www.killgerm.co.uk/


Key Parts Of The Duffus Trap 
 

 

 

 

3: Setting The Duffus Trap 

  

  

Hold the trap in front of you supporting either 

side of the trap top with the fingers. 

Make sure the retaining bar is free and not 

caught up underneath the trap. Tilt the trap 

forward so that the retaining bar is hanging 

forward away from the trap slightly 

Keep fingers clear from under the catching loops 

and behind the springs at all times when setting 

or when the trap is set. 

 

  

 

 

Whilst supporting the sides of the trap with the 

fingers press down on the top of the front most 

catching loop and spring with both thumbs until it 

is pressed right down on to the outside of the roof 

  

    

 

 

  

1A Catching loop. (attached to spring) - Sprung. 

1B Catching loop. (attached to spring) - Set. 

2 Trigger hook (Attached to trigger loop) 

3 Retaining bar. 

4 Trap top. 

5 Spring. (Attached to catching loop) 

6 Trigger loops (Attached to trigger hooks) 



 

of the trap top. 

  

 

 

 

Hold the catching loop and spring in place with one 

thumb whilst reaching down with the other hand 

to get the retaining bar. 

  

Pull the retaining bar up, back and over the 

top/end of the catching loop and spring. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Press down on to the retaining bar with the other 

thumb to hold it in place keeping the catching loop 

and spring pressed down under tension. 

  

  

 

 

 

With the fingers of the other hand reach under the 

 



trap to the trigger loop. 

Using the trigger loop to manoeuvre the trigger on 

the top of the trap and the thumb to slightly move 

the retaining bar if required, put the trigger hook 

over to engage with the end of the retaining bar. 

 

  

 

 

 

Once properly in place gently release the pressure of the thumb on the retaining bar to 

allow the trigger hook to hold the retaining bar. 

Keeping your fingers away from the springs and catching loop turn the trap around and 

repeat this procedure to set the other half of the trap. 

Traps should not normally be stored in the set position as this may weaken the springs in 

time. 

  

 
 

 

 

4: Tuning Duffus Traps 



Good quality traps should not require much tuning or adjustment but here are some 

minor alterations that can be made to some traps which may help improve performance. 

These adjustments can be done using a pair of pliers, wire cutters and a metal file. 

1. Trigger Hook. 

  

Some traps have a trigger hook which is too long to be able to 

set the trap finely. This can be cut down slightly. 

Altering the bend in the trigger hook can adjust the sensitivity 

of the trap. More bend on the hook makes the trap harder to 

trigger. Flattening out the hook makes the trap fire more easily 

but beware of flattening out past a 90 degree angle as it will 

not be possible to set the trap. 

Use a small file to remove any rough 'burr' from under the end 

of the trigger hook. If the hook is not parallel with the sides of 

the trap it can be gently twisted into line using pliers. 

 

 

2. Retaining Bar. 

  

On some traps the end of the retaining bar is 

too long after the bend. This means that 

occasionally when the trap is sprung the end 

of the bar can catch the top of the spring and 

prevent the catching loop from closing fully. 

This could result in a lost catch or worse an 

injured mole. 

  
 

 

 

Cut down the end of the retaining bar to shorten it if 

this is required. This will lessen the chances of it 

catching the spring. 

 

 



3. Catching Loop. 

  

The catching loop on some poorer traps is curved or 

elliptical in shape at the point where it joins and where it 

will actually catch the mole. This means that it will not 

fit as tightly as is could against the trap top when the 

trap is sprung to kill the mole swiftly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The bottom of the catching loop can be flattened out (if it is 

required) to make this catching point tighter. Check that the 

loop still moves freely through the slots in the trap top after 

doing this. 

This adjustment also makes the trap fit the bottom of the mole 

run better. 

  

 

4. Trap Top. 

  

Some traps (usually the poorer quality ones) have trap tops 

which are far wider than an average mole tunnel. 

  

  

The top can be squeezed in so that it is narrower in width and a 

better fit for the tunnels. 

Check that all wires passing through the top still run freely after 

doing this adjustment. 

 

 

5. Trigger Loops. 

  

The trigger loops should be in such a 

position so that when the trap is set and 

the moles nose touches the trigger loop 

the catching loop will be around its 

upper chest. 

The aim is to set the trap so it will catch 

the mole just behind its front flippers. 

The trigger loops can be gently bent by 

hand towards the catching loop to 

achieve this. 

 



  

 

Trigger loops on some traps have a hole in the middle which 

is too large; the moles head could fit through. 

  

  

This can be narrowed slightly by squeezing with the fingers if 

it is necessary. 

 

 

  

  

In use traps should be cleaned of any clumps of earth sticking to them 

before setting. 

If any trap becomes rusty do not oil or grease. Any light rust on springs, 

triggers etc can be removed with a wire brush. 

Damaged or very rusty traps should not be used. 

Provided they have not been stored next to strong odours it is not normally 

necessary to 'weather' new traps by burying, boiling, hanging outdoors or 

whatever 

  

 

5: Tools 

  

Bucket or bag to carry tools and traps. 

Knife, plaster board saw or lawn edging tool to 

cut turf. 

Spade to cut turf and/or dig. 

Hand trowel to dig down to tunnels. 

Secateurs for cutting plant roots that may be in 

the way. 

Pliers for adjusting traps that may have been 

knocked in transit or use. 

Rake for spreading out soil from mole hills. 

Knee pad for comfort when kneeling. 

Gloves if required. 

 



 

 

 

Mole Probe. (Dibber) 

The probe can be made up by any reasonable metal worker. 

The sizes are a personal choice but mine is: 

20mm tube for the handle 120mm long welded across the top of the 

shaft. 

10mm round bar for shaft about 900mm long. This is welded to the tip. 

15mm round bar for the tip about 40mm long, ground to a point and with 

the top shoulder rounded off. 

A narrower diameter tip may be preferable in harder ground. 

  

  

  

Run Clearing Tool. 

This is a length of 3mm high tensile fence wire. The end has a smooth 'U' 

shape bent in to it and there is a 45 degree angle on the long length. 

I have mounted this on a wooden dowel handle. This is so it can be found 

easily as much as for comfort. 

 

  

Markers for Traps 

Again this is personal preference. I use 10 inch or 

25cm lengths of green garden cane with a piece of 

hazard tape tied to it. 

In areas where rabbits may chew the canes I use 

similar lengths of 2.5mm wire with a loop bent on 

the end again with hazard tape tied to it. I also tie 

a 1 foot length of hazard tape to the trap spring. 

This helps if the markers are moved by the 

weather, people or animals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6: Risk Assessment 

  

Before placing any traps, consideration should be given to any hazards that may 

be present at the location. 

 Are there any underground electrical cables or water pipes which you may contact when 

probing for runs? 

  

 Are any traps you set likely to be accessed by young children or animals and cause injury? 

  

 Are any holes that you make or turfs that you lift likely to cause a trip hazard to anyone? 

  

 Are any traps you place likely to be stolen or damage machinery? 

 

Having identified the potential hazards then look at the likelihood of them actually occurring 

and the severity of any injury or outcome. 

If there is very little chance of the hazard manifesting its self and/or very minor injury likely 

to occur then continue to work but 

monitoring any changes in circumstances. 

If the hazard is likely to occur and the 

consequences may be more than very minor 

ones then control measures must be put in 

to place. 

This may be as simple as telling the land 

owner where you have set traps or getting 

them to move stock from that location. It 

could be by placing warning notices or in 

extreme cases it may mean temporary fencing to exclude people or animals. 

It is the responsibility of the person setting the traps to risk assess their own activities and 

take any appropriate action. 

Risk assessments should be recorded and updated where appropriate. 

 

 

 

 



7: The Mole Tunnel 

  

On levelled recently cultivated fields, surface mole runs are 

quite easy to see. Look for runs where the cracks in the earth 

are sharper showing more recent use. 

On other land assess the mole hills to locate an area where 

you think the mole tunnel may be. This should ideally be a 

connecting tunnel rather than a spur. 

Fresher mole hills would indicate recent mole activity likely in 

the area. This is where one of the skills of mole catching lies 

and this can only usually be gained by experience. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Using a mole probe or 'dibber' find a mole tunnel by pushing 

the probe slowly in to the ground until you feel it 'give'. 

Probe where you think the run is, moving about 3 inches each 

time until you find the tunnel. 

The aim is to find a straight section of used tunnel. How far 

down the tunnel is can be gauged by using the probe. 

Once found try to avoid walking where the mole tunnel may 

be as this may collapse it and discourage the mole from using 

it. 

  

 Opening up the Tunnel 

  

On grass land remove a square of turf no larger than the length of the trap. This can be cut 

with a knife, lawn edging tool or spade 

depending on the conditions and your 

preference before removing it with a spade 

or trowel. Place it upside down next to the 

hole. 

With the turf removed if necessary, 

carefully dig down further to expose a 

straight section of the tunnel. Make the 

hole no longer than the trap, space at the 

sides of the trap is not too much of a problem but the aim is to make the hole so the trap is 



a tight fit lengthways. Better to make a small hole and enlarge it if necessary than to try 

and fill in gaps. 

A used tunnel will have smooth sides to it. If it is 

not or has roots growing in to it, find another 

more recently used tunnel to set the trap. 

Take care not to push soil down the tunnel holes. 

If any does go down carefully remove it with your 

fingers or a wire run clearing tool try not to 

scrape earth away that forms part of the tunnel 

walls. 

Remove soil from the hole taking care to disturb the bottom of the tunnel as little as 

possible. Remove any grass which may have fallen in, cut and remove any roots that may 

obstruct the placing or working of the trap using secateurs. 

 

8: Placing the Duffus Trap 

  

Set the trap and test fit it, adjusting the size 

of the hole if necessary. 

Feed one end of the trap in and place it tight 

against one hole. Push the other end down so 

the inside of the trap top is level with the top 

of the tunnels. 

The trap should be a tight fit lengthways if 

possible but the springs and top of the 

catching loops should be clear so they can operate without hitting any overhanging 

turf or soil. 

After test fitting, remove the trap. Carefully remove any further soil which has been 

knocked down in to the tunnel. 

Smooth out the bottom of the tunnel by tamping down any crumbs of soil using the 

probe handle, another suitable tool or the back of your fingers. The aim is to make 

the tunnel as natural as possible. 

 

Gently re insert the trap as before, feeding 

in one end and then pressing down the 

other. When in place press down so the 

bottom of the catching loops are pressed 

just in to the soil of the bottom of the 

tunnel. 

Attention to detail and care taken when 

placing and covering a trap will give better 

  



results. 

  

Covering and Marking the Duffus Trap  

  

Pack soil down either side of the trap top pressing 

and firming it in to place to further hold the trap 

steady. If there are any gaps at either end of the 

trap take some soil and compress it in to a small 

lump. Press this on to the side of the hole above 

where the gap is taking care not to obstruct the 

path of the spring or catching loop. If necessary 

use several lumps of compressed soil to build up a 

cover for the gap. 

Once the trap is firmly in place and any gaps covered use loose soil to cover the trap to 

exclude light, sound and air currents. In light soils this can be a couple of inches thick if 

required but do not compact it as this would hinder the operation of the trap. The soil for 

covering etc may need to be obtained from nearby mole hills. If a frost is likely or if the trap 

needs to be made more discreet a thicker covering of 

loose soil can be made. 

 

Once covered mark the trap by placing a marker in the 

upturned turf or next to the hole but do not push it in 

where the mole tunnel is. 

In areas where theft or interference with traps may be 

a problem they can be marked more discretely. 

Perhaps a short length of bailing twine on a piece of 

wire pushed down flat to the ground and the trap 

location covered as a small mole hill. With this method 

a more careful note needs to be kept of where traps 

are, even a sketch of the field or location with where traps are in relation to boundaries, 

fences, gates, large trees etc would be of use. 

Keep track of how many traps you have set and make a written note. I always put 10 at a 

time in to my bucket so it is easier to keep track. 

 

 

 

 

 



9: Dispersing Mole Hills 

  

Once the trap is set disperse nearby 

mole hills. On agricultural land they 

can be kicked over spreading out the 

earth. 

On lawns rake the hills out in to a thin 

layer of earth as a sort of top 

dressing. 

Do not compact them down as this will 

only kill the grass underneath and 

leave soil patches. 

By dispersing the mole hills it shows 

that you are doing your job and also makes it easier to spot any new mole activity on 

your return. When doing this try to avoid walking on runs that have traps set in them 

as this may deter the mole from using that run. 

  

 

 

 

 

On land with a large amount of mole hills 

it may be good practice to get the owner 

to have the land run over with a chain 

harrow to knock the moles hills down a 

couple of days before trapping so that new 

mole activity is easier to spot. 

  

 

 

10: Checking Traps 

  

There is currently no legislation which specifies how often mole traps should 

be checked. Ideally traps should be checked at least every 24hours. 

Before picking up traps survey the site to see if there are any new mole hills. 

It may be possible to work out if any moles caught were responsible for the new 

workings or if there are still moles to be caught. 

Any traps which have caught should be emptied and re-set as another mole may 

soon move in to any vacant territory. 

  



In the unlikely event that a mole is still alive in a trap do not attempt to release it. 

Give it a sharp blow to the nose using a trowel. Bleeding from the ears indicates a 

fatal injury. 

Provided the trap has not been 

too deeply covered it is easy to 

tell if it has sprung as the top 

of the catching loop will be 

sticking up. If more deeply 

covered, gently move the loose 

soil from the top of the trap 

until you can see, if it has not 

sprung cover it back up. 

If the traps have not caught 

after 3 or 4 days pick them up 

and site them somewhere else. 

Fill in the hole where the trap was. If on grass replace the turf square and firm it in 

filling any gaps around the edges with loose soil. 

Any dead moles should be disposed of appropriately. On farm land they can be 

spread out on field edges for scavenging animals and birds to dispose of. In 

residential property it is normally acceptable to place small numbers of moles in the 

bin. In these days of Animal rights extremism it is perhaps not a good idea to have a 

'Gibbet' of dead moles hung on a fence as in years gone by. 

  

 
 

 


